LASER HAIR REMOVAL
WARRIORS
• Do not attempt to disassemble or repair. If you have any problems using the product, contact our Customer Care Department.
• Do not use the unit near children.
• Do not cover any safety features or buttons on the unit.
• Only use the product with the Main Adapter supplied.
• Keep away from strong electromagnetic fields and magnetic reducing agents.

PATIENTS/PRESCRIBING
• If you experience unexpected behaviour of this product (it is possible for some users to experience some interference with radio frequency), contact your product dealer for a resolution. If your product experiences this behaviour, please cease operation.

PRODUCT AND SAFETY INFORMATION Guide to the information contained in the Information Guide. Refer to the Information Guide to confirm the maximum power level for your skin type.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• This product must be used responsibly. Please read these instructions carefully before use.
• Keep the Wand away from strong electromagnetic fields and magnets during use.
• Do not use the laser on the area to be treated 24 hours prior to treatment.
• Do not use this product with the Mains Adapter supplied.
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